Coaching your negative emotions - by Happiness-Matters.coach
Overview
We're on a mini journey within our self-coaching to happiness and success here in Happiness-Matters. It's
coaching within the greater Series 1 journey of Defining - Assessing - Visioning your version of "happy and
successful, no matter what".
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

This mini-journey is about being UNHAPPY, feeling out of control and powerless in your life
It involves deepening our knowledge about our Happiness Wisdom Concepts and learning about some
new ones like Emotional Childhood and Anti-Fragility
Then, it's showing you a way of life where nothing you feel needs to be the same kind of scary any more
A way to LIVE with your negative emotions... and I mean it... to learn what this means and how to do it
Perhaps it's something even more unusual..
o An offer from me to use, even to embrace your negative emotions and even to walk towards
them...
This is one of the fundamental principles at Happiness-Matters - to learn how to feel better on purpose and
intentionally >>> not to override our negative emotions with false positivity but to embrace our negative
emotions and learn exactly how to feel better...
Now, how interesting does this sound?

These next 14 podcast episodes are going to explore your UNHAPPINESS and how to feel better while you are in
the midst of your coaching journey with me
•

•
•

Every episode is an opportunity to learn another self-coaching capability - it's a skill or a concept that
will add to your toolbox as you learn to coach yourself in the midst of your misalignment with life, in your
unhappiness
You will find all episodes on your podcast player (Happiness-Matters Julia Seal) or on our website https://happiness-matters.coach/podcast/
You will find all downloads to go with the podcast - https://happiness-matters.coach/free/

(1) #1.17 - Coaching your Unhappiness (29 Oct)
-

A selection of quotes from the world's wisdom on our emotions and negative emotions
We hear from the Dalai Lama, Carl Jung and Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, from Alain de Botton, Pema Chodron,
David Whyte, JRR Tolkien, Thomas Moore, Michael Carroll and Dr Seuss - even National Geographic and
Harvard University weigh in with something to say on this exploration of our Unhappiness..
This episode is a bit different from our usual self-coaching sessions but I'm hope you find plenty of ideas
and inspiration from these masters of the exploration of happiness and unhappiness. Don't forget to
download all last week's quotes from our website happiness-matters.coach

(2) #1.18 Unhappy, what to do about it?
-

We colour in some detail to these quotes and give you a taster of what's ahead
This episode is a map of where we're going with your unhappiness and your negative emotions
If you get lost along the way, you'll be able to come back to this overview episode to find where you are
and what to look at next.

(3) #1.19 - Coaching your Unhappiness (29 Oct)
-

The first coaching episode - coaching ourselves while we are feeling "bad, sad or mad" is to lay it all out, to

-

get it all out so we can see what we're dealing with here.
We need to see the gap, the misalignment between where you are now and where you want to be - we
want to see it all out in the open > we want to have a good look at the River of Misery you might be in
now...
I'll also be teaching you a useful coaching tool, called the Thought Download > which is just the same as
downloading files onto a thumb drive or downloading a movie from the internet... just with all your thoughts
We'll bring together what you've done so far in our earlier episodes and we'll apply some categorising tools
we introduced a while back: internal thoughts and feelings, external circumstances and centres of power
And I will introduce you to the most powerful self-coaching tool that I use myself every day with all my
negative emotions: 3-Long-Strong-Breaths

(4) #1.20 - Negative Emotions & Emotional Intelligence... Feelings (5 Nov)
-

Next in Negative Emotions and EI, we're going to hone in on your actual negative feelings and learn more
about what they actually are
We'll start by discovering the difference between Feelings, Emotions and Sensations
And we'll use an easy tool to help you expand your emotional range
It's here that we also look at the concept of Emotional Intelligence, what's useful for you to know now and
how it applies to you and the coaching you are doing here.

(5) #1.21 - Emotional Immaturity & your Happiness Wisdom (12 Nov)
-

Then we're going to take this concept of Emotional Intelligence and explore what we mean when we talk
about emotional childhood and how this gets in the way, actually stops us being happy
We'll mix in a discussion with about our our other Happiness Wisdom concepts introduced at the start of
Series 1, looking at our negative emotions through these lenses
This will include us looking again at the Happiness Paradox, Happiness Adaptation and the Happiness Set
Point when it comes to our negative emotions.
I ask you 10 key questions to find out where your pockets of Emotional Immaturity might exist - where we
are not owning our own power

(6) #1.22 - Life is 50:50 (19 Nov)
-

This is one of my most favourite topics - this Happiness Wisdom concept is core to our philosophy at
Happiness Matters, and we'll be talking exclusively about it here
So we'll dig further than where we went earlier in Series 1 to talk about Life as 50:50 - 50% positive and
50% negative and what on earth this means for our happiness and our unhappiness

(7) #1.23 - Are you Buffering? (26 Nov)
-

We'll continue to expand topics that we introduced earlier and in this next episode we're spending a whole
session on the concept of Buffering
Buffering being the way you put your life on hold in order to escape negative emotions but that causes you
additional suffering - so the things like self-judgment, overeating, overdrinking, over watching Netflix --whatever your brand of Buffering is

(8) #1.24 - Are you Antifragile? Are you courageous? (3 Dec)
-

Once we've added depth to our core Happiness Wisdom concepts, I'll introduce two new ones to you Anti-fragility and Emotional Courage
We'll do this again, with the full intention of how to help you feel better now, in the middle of your
unhappiness

(9) #1.25 - The Call to Evolve Ourselves (10 Dec)
-

These two new concepts take us into a wonderful discussion about the next step... the call to grow
ourselves, the call to evolve ourselves
Here I'm looking more into the real opportunity behind our negative emotions
The next step in our evolution as humans...
And the call to create our own purposeful and intentional version - a crafted, carefully created version of
your happiness
This is an insight into coaching with me in the future, creating feelings on purpose in order to do your work
in the world, the work you are being called to do

(10) #1.26 - How to Process your negative emotions (17 Dec)
-

Then my end-of-year and Christmas gift to you is a simple way to process all and any of your negative
emotions > step-by-step
So processing our negative emotions, what this actually means and how to do > on all levels of our being
Like I said, this is my 2019 gift to you - you are most welcome!

(11) #1.27 - Practicing processing your negative emotions (7 Jan)
-

We'll start the new year off with a real bang! Just after the holiday season, we'll have a lot of negative
emotions to process so we're going to work with these
We'll see what you and other listeners have experience over this period and I'll answer all your questions
on the topic of actually processing your negative emotions and how to do it

(12) #1.28 - Menopause & your negative emotions (14 Jan)
-

And then, I'm going to focus in on a very hot topic for many of us - and one I am very excited to explore
with you - your negative emotions in menopause.

-

This is my new year's gift to you > so you can start off 2020 in absolutely the best way possible > what to
do with all the negative emotions you experienced over the holiday season and all the negative emotions
that arise - seemingly uncontrollably as you enter peri-menopause and then menopause --- all the irritation,
loneliness, lost, hopeless, anger, exhaustion...
We'll also look at why menopause is such a hot topic at work and happiness at work and why it's catching
the attention of the world's media (and political parties)
o And we'll talk about my coaching programme of individual sessions that I am offer,
specifically on menopause and negative emotions
o It's especially for all those of you who are struggling to bring your irritation under control, your
frustration, your anger..... hopelessness... a way to connect you to the wisdom on menopause,
how you can use this time as the new chapter into your happiness - both at work and at home
What a way to start 2020 - yay!

-

-

(13) #1.29 - Work & your negative emotions (21 Jan)
-

We'll dig deeper into the world of negative emotions at work
We'll look at toxic behaviours in this context: what to do about them if you use them or if others use them
And we'll apply all that you've learnt so far to your work and particularly to your happiness and success at
work
This brings "happy and successful, no matter what" to life in a truly profound way in your working life.

(14) #1.30 - Q&A - Unhappiness & your Negative Emotions (21 Jan)
-

We end our negative emotions exploration and How to feel better with another Q&A session about the
entire journey we've been on so far in Series 1.

-

So here you can ask me anything about your happiness and unhappiness and about your happiness and
unhappiness at work
Any question goes!
We'll also look at what it means to be the architect of your life, the artisan, the craftsman.. Crafting your
happiness > creating your own unique version that is powered by the work you've done in harnessing your
negative emotions
Because this is where we go next in the new year... your ingredients for happiness as we end off Series 1:
Defining - Assessing - Visioning you happiness and success

Summary
•
•

This is an outline of the journey ahead - a map of what we're going to do with UNHAPPY in our lives
We're starting with your unhappiness - the very worst of it - and we're ending with a way to embrace and
use your unhappiness before we embark on how to craft your own version of happiness using insights from
the research into the science of happiness.

There really is no better time to do this work together!
Useful Links
•
•
•
•

All episodes on your podcast player (Happiness-Matters Julia Seal) or on our website - https://happinessmatters.coach/podcast/
All Coaching Tools to go with these episodes - https://happiness-matters.coach/free/
Coach with Julia individually - https://happiness-matters.coach
Coach with Julia on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/HappinessMattersCoach/

Looking forward to meeting you soon!
JULIA

